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Big-bang Nucleosynthesis (BBN) and Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropy measure-
ments give independent, accurate measurements of the baryon density and can test the framework
of the standard cosmology. Early CMB data are consistent with the longstanding conclusion from
BBN that baryons constitute a small fraction of matter in the Universe, but may indicate a slightly
higher value for the baryon density. We clarify precisely what the two methods determine, and
point out that differing values for the baryon density can indicate either an inconsistency or physics
beyond the standard models of cosmology and particle physics. We discuss other signatures of the
new physics in CMB anisotropy.
Introduction. Just a decade ago the phrase “precision
cosmology” would have been an oxymoron. The COBE
FIRAS determination of the temperature of the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) to four significant figures,
T0 = 2.725±0.001K [1] (we quote all errors at 1σ) should
dispel such thoughts. Cosmologists now foresee a preci-
sion era where a flood of high-quality data, from mea-
surements of CMB anisotropy to large-scale structure,
pin down cosmological parameters to percent-level preci-
sion, decisively testing theories of the early Universe and
probing physics at energy scales beyond those accessible
in accelerator experiments [2].
Some of the data can also test the consistency of the
standard cosmology. In particular, the longstanding big-
bang nucleosynthesis determination of the baryon den-
sity, will be checked by CMB anisotropy data at one per-
cent or better [3]. The physics underlying the two mea-
surements could hardly be more different: the baryon
density at a time of one second determines how com-
plete the conversion of neutrons and protons to tightly-
bound 4He nuclei is, while the baryon density 400,000
years later (at the time of last scattering) determines the
amplitude of gravity-driven acoustic oscillations in the
baryon-photon fluid.
The determination of the primeval deuterium abun-
dance in a number of high-redshift (z ∼ 2− 4) hydrogen
clouds [4] coupled with refined predictions of the stan-
dard theory of BBN has led to a determination of the
baryon density to an accuracy of about 5%, ΩBh
2 =
0.019 ± 0.00095 [5]. Very recently, the BOOMERanG
[6] and MAXIMA [7] balloon-borne CMB anisotropy ex-
periments have mapped CMB anisotropy with sufficient
angular resolution to make the first CMB determinations
of the baryon density, ΩBh
2 = 0.032+0.005
−0.004 [8]. While the
CMB result has a much larger uncertainty (and depends
upon the imposed priors and parameters that are allowed
to vary [9]), additional data and new CMB measurements
should soon narrow the gap between the two methods.
The early results are encouraging for the consistency of
the standard cosmology: the CMB value for the baryon
density agrees with the BBN determination within about
2σ and lies far from dynamical determinations of the
total mass density, ΩMh
2 = 0.2 ± 0.04 (inferred from
ΩM = 0.35±0.07 [10] and h = 0.7±0.07 [11]). Thus, the
CMB measurement strongly supports the case for non-
baryonic dark matter, whose linchpin for twenty years
has been the discrepancy between the BBN value for ΩB
and dynamical measurements of ΩM [3,12].
The purpose of our Letter is to clarify exactly what
is determined, with regard to the baryon density, by
BBN and CMB anisotropy and to point out that the
two determinations need not agree to be consistent.
A discrepancy could very well be the signal of new
physics. Here and throughout ΩB denotes the frac-
tion of critical density in baryons today and h =
H0/100 km s
−1Mpc−1. The physical baryon density to-
day, ρB = 1.88× 10
−29(ΩBh
2) g/cm3.
Comparing apples to apples. In the standard theory
of BBN (i.e., isotropic and homogeneous Universe with
only the known particle species and the assumption that
all three neutrino species are light with mass ≪ 1MeV,
and negligible chemical potentials), the yields of BBN
depend only upon the baryon-to-photon ratio η, the neu-
tron mean lifetime and eleven key nuclear cross sections
[3,12]. The uncertainties due to the neutron mean life-
time and nuclear data have recently been re-evaluated
and significantly reduced [5]. Based upon these predic-
tions and uncertainties, the Burles-Tytler primeval deu-
terium measurement, (D/H)P = (3.4 ± 0.3)× 10
−5, im-
plies a baryon-to-photon ratio ηBBN = (5.1±0.2)×10
−10
[13].
In order to infer the present density of baryons one
must convert ηBBN to a baryon density at the time
of BBN by multiplying by the photon number density,
nγ(BBN) = 2ζ(3)T
3
BBN/π
2, and the mean mass per
baryon (≡ m¯) and then reduce that density by the vol-
1
ume increase of the Universe since,
ρB(today) = 2ζ(3)m¯ηBBN R
3
BBN T
3
BBN/π
2R30 , (1)
where R(t) is the cosmic scale factor and baryon-number
conservation since BBN has been explicitly assumed.
Because we do not know the value of scale factor at the
time of BBN a priori, we cannot proceed without further
assumptions. The standard assumption is adiabaticity:
the constancy of the electromagnetic entropy per unit
comoving volume, which is proportional to (RT )3 [14],
since BBN. Allowing for the possibility that the entropy
per unit comoving volume has changed it follows that
ρB(today) =
SEM(BBN)
SEM(today)
ηBBN m¯ nγ(today) . (2)
The number density of photons today is related to
the present temperature of the CMB, nγ = (410.5 ±
0.5) cm−3; dividing by the critical density we arrive at
the key equation,
ΩBh
2 = (0.019± 0.00095)
SEM(BBN)
SEM(today)
. (3)
Entropy production after BBN (e.g., by the out-of-
equilibrium decay of a massive particle) can increase
SEM, which would diminish the BBN prediction for the
baryon density. It is also possible to reduce SEM (at the
expense of more exotic physics [15]), increasing the BBN
prediction for the present baryon density.
The signature of the baryon density in the CMB in-
volves the heights of the “acoustic peaks” in the angu-
lar power spectrum. Around the time of last scattering
the photon – baryon fluid is undergoing gravity driven
acoustic oscillations; Fourier modes caught at maximum
compression (odd peaks) or maximum rarefaction (even
peaks) produce the highest amplitude temperature fluc-
tuations on the sky, leading to a series of acoustic peaks
in the angular power spectrum (see Fig. 1) [16].
The ratio of the heights of the odd and even peaks
increases with baryon density; all other cosmological pa-
rameters tend to move the heights of the peaks in unison.
Thus, determining the baryon density does not suffer
from the cosmic degeneracies that affect other parame-
ters, and an ultimate precision of better than one percent
can be expected [16].
Converting the baryon density at last scattering (red-
shift zLS ≃ 1100) to the present involves only a factor
of (1 + zLS)
3 [17]. While a number of analyses of the
BOOMERanG and MAXIMA data have been carried out
[9], the current state of affairs is probably fairly repre-
sented by the joint analysis of the two teams [8],
ΩBh
2 = 0.032+0.005
−0.004 . (4)
Changing entropy and its CMB signature. The entropy
increase due to the out-of-equilibrium decay (i.e., when
T ≪ m) of a massive particle relic is given in terms of
the particle’s lifetime and mass [14]:
r ≡ Sf/Si ≈ 3m
−1/2
Pl Y mτ
1/2 , (5)
where Y ≡ n/s is the pre-decay abundance (number
density per unit comoving entropy density – for a neu-
trino species, Y = 0.04). We have assumed that the
decay products thermalize into photons and increase the
EM entropy; to avoid distorting the nearly perfect black-
body spectrum of the CMB this must occur before about
106 sec. In this case the baryon density today is smaller
(than ΩBh
2 = 0.019) by a factor of r.
The increase in entropy has a CMB signature which
involves the fact that the energy density in relativis-
tic particles at the time of last scattering is smaller
than in the standard scenario. This is because EM en-
tropy production increases the photon-to-neutrino tem-
perature ratio by a factor of r1/3 over the standard value,
Tγ/Tν = r
1/3(11/4)1/3, and thereby decreases the energy
in neutrinos at last scattering (which occurs at a fixed
photon temperature, TLS ≃ 0.3 eV). This decrease in
relativistic energy density can be expressed in terms of
a (lower) equivalent number of standard neutrino species
(see Fig. 2):
N equivν = 3/r
4/3 . (6)
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FIG. 1. The multipole power spectrum of CMB anisotropy
for Nequivν = 3, 8.3 (dashed and solid curves respectively) and
ΩBh
2 = 0.03, ΩMh
2 = 0.17, Ω0 = 1 and ΩΛ = 1 − ΩM .
Note the characteristic series of acoustic peaks and the large
change in the power spectrum due to the change in Nequivν .
More or less energy in relativistic particles at the time
of last scattering affects the spectrum of CMB anisotropy
by changing the expansion rate and the rate at which the
gravitational potentials associated with density perturba-
tions decay. Less relativistic energy increases the sound
horizon at last scattering, thereby shifting the acoustic
peaks to larger angular scales (smaller ℓ). Less relativistic
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energy also depresses the power around the first acous-
tic peak by diminishing the integrated Sachs-Wolfe ef-
fect [16], and decreases the damping of the higher-order
acoustic peaks (because the peaks have shifted to larger
scales relative to the damping length) as can be seen in
Fig. 1.
Two points deserve mention here: (1) smaller N equivν
also changes the power spectrum of matter inhomogene-
ity by shifting the epoch of matter – radiation equality
to an earlier time. (2) Only a change in the EM entropy
affects the predicted BBN baryon density; decays with-
out EM decay products (e.g., decay to three neutrinos)
do not affect the BBN prediction. If the massive-particle
decays produce both EM and non-EM entropy, the EM
decay products determine r, and the non-EM decay prod-
ucts increase the energy density in relativistic particles
and lead to an additional term in Eq. (6).
The value of N equivν will ultimately be determined from
CMB anisotropy to a few percent [18]. This provides a
cross check on this explanation: if the present baryon
density inferred from BBN exceeds that inferred from
CMB by a factor of ξ, then N equivν should be 3/ξ
4/3. Of
course, the current data is inconsistent with any post-
BBN entropy production, and seems to require r < 1,
i.e., entropy reduction.
Entropy reduction. By invoking more exotic physics it
is also possible to reduce the EM entropy. In order to
do so without violating the 2nd law of thermodynamics,
photons must come into thermal contact with a cooler
reservoir (denoted as the X sector) after BBN and before
last scattering. Such an idea was previous discussed in
a different context [15], and we will briefly discuss its
possible relevance here.
The basic idea is simple; owing to the energy depen-
dence of the cross section for X-sector particles to interact
with photons (and other familiar particles), the X sector
is decoupled (interaction rate per particle Γ less than the
expansion rate H) at high temperatures. (This can be
achieved provided that 〈σv〉 ∝ 1/T n with n > 1.) At
a temperature Tc, between the epoch of BBN and the
present, the interactions become rapid enough to quickly
establish thermal contact and TX = T , thereby draining
entropy from the photons (assuming that the X sector
was cooler).
The authors of Ref. [15] have shown that a self-
consistent model for the X sector can be constructed, and
further, that it is consistent with astrophysical consider-
ations that constrain the interaction of unseen particles
with photons (e.g., emission of X sector particles through
plasmon processes in red giants and supernovae). With
that in mind, let us proceed.
For simplicity, assume that the transfer of energy to
X particles proceeds quickly, by thermally populating
massless degrees of freedom in the X sector with total
statistical weight gX . The decrease in the EM entropy,
r = SEM(today)/SEM(BBN), follows from energy conser-
vation:
r = [2/(2 + gX)]
3/4 . (7)
The present apparent discrepancy between the BBN and
CMB determinations could be explained with r ≃ 2/3
(⇒ gX ≃ 1.5).
Provided Tc ≥ TLS , this scenario also leads to an in-
crease in energy density in relativistic particles at the
time of last scattering and a signature in CMB anisotropy
as discussed above. The energy increase arises from:
(1) the energy density in X-sector particles; and (2) the
higher neutrino-to-photon temperature ratio, Tν/T =
r−1/3(4/11)1/3. Again, parameterizing this by the equiv-
alent number of standard neutrino species, it follows that
N equivν =
4
7
(
4
11
)4/3
gX + 3/r
4/3 , (8)
where the two terms correspond to the two effects just
mentioned.
We note that the second term is mandatory and robust
– depressing the photon temperature necessarily raises
the ratio of the neutrino to photon temperature – and is
identical in form to the term that arises in the previous
case where the entropy is increased, cf. Eq. (6). The
first term is model dependent and would be different if
the X sector did not reach the same temperature as the
photons or if only the massive degrees of freedom were
excited. Finally, for r = 2/3, N equivν = 8.3, which as
Fig. 1 shows has a dramatic effect on the spectrum of
CMB anisotropy.
Concluding remarks. By means of very different
physics fine-scale CMB anisotropy and BBN each have
the potential to determine the mean baryon density to
percent accuracy or better. Currently, the BBN determi-
nation has a precision of 5% and the CMB measurement
15%, and the two disagree at about the 2σ level.
As we have emphasized, a disagreement between the
two determinations of the baryon density need not indi-
cate inconsistency: if the BBN baryon density is larger
(smaller) by some factor, this could be explained by an
increase (decrease) in the EM entropy since the time of
BBN by the same factor [19]. If the two baryon densities
agree, then one can limit any post BBN electromagnetic
entropy change. As discussed, any entropy change also
has a distinctive testable signature in CMB anisotropy
(see Fig. 2).
We have assumed the standard theory of BBN; relaxing
one of its assumptions (e.g., a decaying tau neutrino with
a mass of O(MeV) [20] or large neutrino chemical po-
tentials [21]) can also change the baryon density inferred
from the primeval deuterium abundance. Both possi-
bilities have been discussed [22]. These solutions work
by speeding up the expansion around the end of BBN
through additional energy density in relativistic particles
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so that more deuterium remains unburnt. Thus, both so-
lutions also lead to additional relativistic energy at last
scattering. It should be noted that the larger expansion
rate also increases the helium abundance and hence these
solutions require another variable to offset the effect on
helium.
A positive chemical-potential for the electron neutrino
can achieve this offset. In both the decaying tau neu-
trino and the large chemical potential scenarios, consis-
tency with all light element abundances can be achieved.
We, however, consider the decaying tau neutrino scenario
less likely in light of recent results [23] from the Su-
perKamiokande collaboration which hint at a mass much
less than an MeV for ντ . To make a comparison between
post-BBN entropy change and non-standard BBN we fix
our attention on the large chemical-potential scenario.
Using ξ to denote the ratio between the actual and the
BBN baryon density, we have used the standard BBN
code to derive the relation between ξ and the minimum
N equivν required, shown in Fig. 2. The ξ–N
equiv
ν relation
in the non-standard BBN case is distinct from that due
to post-BBN entropy decrease.
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FIG. 2. The relation between Nequivν and ξ
(≡ 0.019/ΩBh
2) for the non-standard BBN (solid) and for
post-BBN entropy change (dashed). Note that for the
non-standard BBN case ξ < 1 and the plotted value of Nequivν
is the minimum required; for the post-BBN entropy change
the plotted curve is the maximum possible.
For more than two decades big-bang nucleosynthesis
has been both a critical test of the standard cosmology
and a probe of particle physics (e.g., the limit to the num-
ber of light neutrino species) and cosmology (e.g., the
baryon density). The cross comparison with the baryon
density inferred from CMB anisotropy measurements has
opened a new window for testing the cosmological frame-
work and exploring physics beyond the standard model.
Should the current discrepancy of about 2σ persist, the
resolution may well involve non-standard BBN (neutrino
chemical potentials) or new physics (entropy change due
to new particles). If so, this would be an even more im-
pressive achievement for cosmology than the BBN limit
to the number of neutrino species which itself was ulti-
mately confirmed by laboratory experiment.
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